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  © Rachael on the go 
            10 minute grammar 

 

Lesson 1E. Punctuation—colons and semicolons  

Colons and semicolons break up the parts of a sentence.  
Before a colon, you must use an independent clause (a standalone statement that 
contains a verb—see over page). But after the colon, you may write whatever you 
like (one word, one phrase, a sentence fragment or another independent clause).  
A semicolon requires you to use an independent clause on both sides of the 
punctuation device. For this reason, you can turn the text either side of a 
semicolon into two sentences. 

Use colons to: 

1. indicate a ratio: 

1:100 

2. introduce an extended block quotation: 

On the matter being investigated, Brown commented:  
[indented block quote]. 

3. enumerate (‘as follows’), specify or illustrate (‘like’, ‘such as’) details. You can 
insert this device in a sentence or before bullet points: 

There are two expenditure items: staff and contract payments. 
Expenditure data continue to show: 

• falling staff related expenditure 

• rising contract related expenditure. 
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Use semicolons to: 

1. separate clauses or phrases that already contain commas, or in long lists in 
which the grouping of items may be unclear: 

The inquiry was attended by the chief executive officer, Mr Brown; the executive 
director of a subsidiary company, Mr Smith; and other company representatives. 

2. separate two linked ideas that are both expressed as independent clauses: 

X Monitoring methods differ for the two programs; these being a survey and 
a focus group. [independent clause + dependent clause] 

 Monitoring methods differ for the two programs; one program uses a 
survey and the other uses a focus group. [independent clause + 
independent clause] 

2. separate two independent clauses that you would otherwise join with a 
conjunction (and, but, or, so): 
Consumers enjoyed the benefits; retailers suffered the cost. 
 

To test whether you have written an independent clause, say it aloud. If the 
statement sounds complete, it is probably okay. If it sounds incomplete, it is 
probably a sentence fragment and need to be changed.  
Remember, an independent clause can be just one or two words, such as ‘Go!’ 
or ‘Drive carefully’. 

Examples 

‘Cannot write fast enough’ = fragment 

‘I cannot write fast enough’ = independent clause 
‘Running hard’ = fragment 
‘He is running hard’ = independent clause 
‘If I arrive early’ = fragment 
‘If I arrive early, then I will help’ = independent clause 
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